
Bomba� Spic� Men�
25 New Quebec Street, City of London,Westminster, United Kingdom

+442077232229 - http://www.zaynarestaurant.co.uk/

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Bombay Spice from City of London,Westminster.
Currently, there are 18 meals and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant

owner directly. You can also contact them through their website. What henryhampton likes about Bombay Spice:
Good Indian food in London Town is a plenty.. this little hidden gem of a place is quaint, very clean, pillows on the
tables to one side.. comfortable. Indian music not too loud but just right.. everything I had on the menu was lovely
but to highlight just one dish the mango salad was fresh, not to ripe, slightly crunchy with all the right additions..

try it for sure. Coming back read more. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat in nice
weather. What Antonio Salim C doesn't like about Bombay Spice:

NOT HONEST Terrible. tiny plates that come with nothing. each tiny portion of rice they charge 5 pounds. but
they don't even tell you that. horrible service. they throw the dishes on the table, they don't take away the used
ones. this 4 star review is false. flee. read more. In the kitchen of Bombay Spice in City of London,Westminster,
typical Asian spices tasty traditional menus are prepared, Dishes are also prepared here, deliciously and freshly
with traditional Indian spices. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of Bombay Spice. Anyone
who finds the normal and generally known meals too ordinary should approach with a willingness to experiment

and try some exciting combination of ingredients enjoy.
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Salad�
MANGO SALAD

Soup�
DAL SOUP

Chaat�
PAAPDI CHAAT

Appet�er�
SAMOSAS

PAKORAS

Starter�
LAHORI MACHI

TIL MIL JHEENGA

KUTCHOOMER SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
GARLIC

PEAS

MANGO

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

LAMB

LAMB CHOPS

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

ALOO GOBI

GARLIC NAAN

NAAN
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 12:00-14:30 17:00-22:30
Monday 17:00-22:00
Tuesday 17:00-22:30
Wednesday 17:00-22:30
Thursday 17:00-22:30
Friday 17:00-23:00
Saturday 12:00-14:30 17:00-
23:00
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